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Abstract

This memo suggests a new and enhanced route optimization security mechanism for Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6). The primary motivation for this new mechanism is the reduction of signaling load and handoff delay. The performance improvement achieved is elimination of all signaling while not moving, and 33% of the per-movement signaling.
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1. Introduction

This memo describes a new and enhanced route optimization (RO) security mechanism for Mobile IPv6[6], based on the Cryptographically Generated Addresses (CGAs) as described in [11]. The main goals of this protocol are the reduction of the signaling load and the handoff delay times. In addition, the protocol offers some additional security benefits.

This version of the draft is now a standalone document and no longer depends on past proposals such as [14], [16], or [15]. Design rationale behind the mechanism is explained, as well as its performance implications. Some modifications of the signaling have been also been made:

- Selection of a new shared secret happens now through the use of the CGA Key option and the Lost Kbmperm State Status code value.
- An integrated care-of test is provided in this method, while allowing other optimizations of such tests.
- Payload packets can be routed via the home address while a care-of test is ongoing.
- Avoiding flooding attacks related to untested home addresses.
- Options have been renamed.

This rest of this document is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the performance of the current Mobile IPv6 route optimization mechanisms, and Section 3 introduces the concept of CGAs. Section 4 gives an overview of our new mechanism and describes its design rationale. Section 5 describes detailed message formats. Finally, Section 6 and Section 7 analyze the security and performance properties of the mechanism.

2. Efficiency of Current Protocols

This section discusses the efficiency of the current Mobile IPv6 route optimization mechanisms.

When evaluating the impact of signaling on performance, one should take into account the whole stack and not inspect just one layer or task. For instance, if the mobile node actually moved, the Mobile IPv6 signaling would have to be compared to the link layer signaling, access control and authentication signaling, and IPv6 tasks such as router discovery, neighbor discovery, and duplicate address detection. Such other signaling introduces delays, in many cases...
significantly larger delays than exists in Mobile IPv6. In this
document we ignore these other delays, however, and concentrate on
making the mobility signaling as efficient as possible. But given
this, an improvement of, say, 50% in mobility signaling may become
just 10% unless other delays are also addressed. Other optimization
work is ongoing in other parts of the stack, however.

The performance of the current route optimization mechanism can be
evaluated according to its impact on handover delay, the amount of
bandwidth it uses per movement, the amount of bandwidth it uses when
not moving, and the overhead it causes for payload traffic. These are
discussed in the following:

Payload traffic overhead

The primary reason for using route optimization is to avoid
routing all traffic through a home agent. We assume that this
benefit is significant, particularly when two mobile nodes
communicate with each other. A more detailed analysis of the
benefits and drawbacks are outside the scope of this document,
however, as we concentrate on the signaling aspects only.

Latency

Basic home registration introduces a latency of zero to one
roundtrips before payload traffic can flow, depending on which
direction of traffic is looked at and whether the mobile node
chooses to wait for an acknowledgement.

With route optimization, the combined latency is one to three
roundtrips, depending again on the direction of packets and
waiting for acknowledgements.

More specifically, RFC 3775 allows mobile nodes to send data
packets after having sent the home registration Binding Update.
(If the Binding Update is lost or packets get reordered, the data
packets can be lost as well. But this may happen in any case.)

Home agents and correspondent nodes can start to send data packets
once they have sent the Binding Acknowledgement. The overall
latency until inbound traffic can start flow to the mobile is
therefore at least 1.5 roundtrips.

RFC 3775 assumes also that the home and care-of tests are run in
parallel. Some implementations may perform poorly, however. We
have seen implementations that do not run the home and care-of
tests in parallel, resulting in an overall delay of 3.5 to 4
roundtrips. But even when parallelism is employed, the latency
across the two different paths can be different. When two mobile nodes are located close to each other, the home test exchange typically takes longer than rest of the messaging.

Bandwidth usage upon movement

As discussed in [12], one full run of the return routability and binding update procedures is about 376 bytes. Assuming relatively infrequent movements, for instance, every half hour, this corresponds to about 1.7 bits/second average bandwidth usage.

The situation changes when more frequent movements are assumed. Using a cell size of 100 meters and the speed of 120 km/h, there will be one movement every 3 seconds. This amounts to a constant route optimization-related signaling of about 1,000 bits/second. This can be compared to a highly compressed voice stream which typically have a rate about 10,000 to 30,000 bits/second.

Bandwidth usage when not moving

Current specifications require a periodic return routability test and the re-establishment of the binding at the correspondent node. This results in an average bandwidth of about 7 bits/second, if performed every seven minutes as required in RFC 3775. While this is an insignificant bandwidth for nodes that are actually communicating, it can still represent a burden for hosts that just have the bindings ready for a possible packet but are not currently communicating. This can be problematic for hosts in standby mode, for instance.

In summary, setting up the route optimization requires some signaling and causes some latency. The latency issue is perhaps more critical than the amount of signaling. This is because internet-wide RTTs are typically much longer (some hundreds of milliseconds) than desired latencies for real-time applications such as voice over IP (tens of milliseconds).

3. Overview of CGA

As described in [11], a Cryptographically Generated Address (CGA) is an IPv6 address, which contains a set of bits generated by hashing the IPv6 address owner’s public key. Such feature allows the user to provide a "proof of ownership" of its IPv6 address.

The CGA offers three main advantages: it makes the spoofing attack against the IPv6 address much harder and allows to sign messages with the owner’s private key. CGA does not require any upgrade or modification in the infrastructure.
The CGA offers a method for binding a public key to an IPv6 address. The binding between the public key and the address can be verified by re-computing and comparing the hash value of the public key and other parameters sent in the specific message with the interface identifier in the IPv6 address belonging to the owner. Note that an attacker can always create its own CGA address but he will not be able to spoof someone else’s address since he needs to sign the message with the corresponding private key, which is supposed to be known only by the real owner.

CGA assures that the interface identifier part of the address is correct, but does little to ensure that the node is actually reachable at that identifier and prefix. As a result, CGA needs to be employed together with a reachability test where redirection denial-of-service attacks are a concern.

Each CGA is associated with a public key and auxiliary parameters. For OMIPv6, the public key MUST be formatted as a DER-encoded [7] ASN.1 structure of the type SubjectPublicKeyInfo defined in the Internet X.509 certificate profile [4].

The CGA verification takes as input an IPv6 address and auxiliary parameters. These parameters are the following:

- a 128-bit modifier, which can be any value,
- a 64-bit subnet prefix, which is equal to the subnet prefix of the CGA,
- an 8-bit collision count, which can have values 0, 1 and 2.

If the verification succeeds, the verifier knows that the public key in the CGA parameters is the authentic public key of the address owner. In order to sign a message, a node needs the CGA, the associated CGA parameters, the message and the private cryptographic key that corresponds to the public key in the CGA parameters. The node needs to use a 128 bit type tag for the message from the CGA Message Type name space. The type tag is an IANA-allocated 128 bit integer.

To sign a message, a node performs the following two steps:

1. Concatenate the 128 bit type tag (in the network byte order) and message with the type tag to the left and message to the right. The concatenation is the message to be signed in the next step.

2. Generate the RSA signature. The inputs to the generation procedure are the private key and the concatenation created in
4. Protocol

4.1 Requirements

We will first consider the requirements of the protocol. The main functional requirement is that the mobile node is able to update the correspondent node with its current location. The protocol also needs to work when two mobile nodes communicate with each other. Finally, the solution must be suitable with the rest of the Mobile IPv6 protocol [6], including, for instance, rules on how Mobility Header messages are processed.

The desired characteristics of the protocol involve as small latency as possible upon movements, and the avoidance of signaling for non-moving hosts. Other things being equal, a protocol which uses the smallest amount of bandwidth for signaling should be chosen.

The security requirements for the protocol are discussed in more depth below:

- Attackers should not be able to redirect communication flows of legitimate hosts to themselves, at least not beyond what is already possible in plain IPv6. This requirement applies both to ongoing and future communication flows.

- Attackers should not be able to redirect communication flows to third parties. Otherwise, denial-of-service vulnerabilities exist; while such vulnerabilities already exist in the current Internet, we would like to avoid amplification possibilities introduced through mobility mechanisms.

  Note that this requirement applies even to attackers who are themselves parties in a legitimate communication with another node.

- Attackers should not be able to cause denial-of-service through the potentially expensive computations involved in the route optimization protocol itself.

4.2 Design Rationale

The design of the protocol follows the same principles as in the original return routability protocol, but adds the following mechanisms in order to make it more efficient:
CGA

CGA provides more assurance about the correctness of claimed address than the pure use of routing paths. This makes it possible to have a significant decrease in the signaling frequency.

In addition, the public keys used in the CGA technique allow certain data to be communicated privately between the nodes, which makes some of our other techniques possible.

This technique is taken from [17] and [11], and appeared originally in [9] and in [8].

Semi-permanent security associations

CGA alone is not very efficient, due to its reliance public key computations and its need for relatively long messages. We employ semi-permanent security associations, created with the help of the CGA public keys. After an initial CGA exchange, this makes subsequent signaling efficient.

This technique appeared originally in [14].

Minimal address testing

CGA is unable to guarantee that a particular address is actually reachable at a given prefix. For this reason there is a need for both home and care-of address tests. However, due to the higher security of the CGA technique we can make these test much less frequent.

The home address test is necessary, because otherwise a malicious mobile node could create a CGA for the victim network prefix, request a stream of packets to its current location from a public server, and then let the binding expire. The result would be a flooding attack against the victim network. In order to avoid this, we require an initial home address test at the same time as the CGA technique is applied. Signaling on subsequent movements does not need to repeat this test, however.

This technique appeared originally in [14].

The care-of address test is necessary, because otherwise flooding attacks could be launched against unsuspecting third parties. This test is still performed in our protocol, though in a slightly different form than in RFC 3775.

This technique appeared originally in [13].
Home routing while moving

Given that the per-movement signaling takes some time, mobile nodes can optionally request their traffic to be routed through their home address while this signaling is being completed.

This technique appeared originally in [18].

Logical Clocks

In Secure Neighbor Discovery (SEND), CGA has been applied using time stamps. However, this requires that the mobile nodes have somewhat accurate clocks. In our application the concept of logical clocks is more appropriate. This is because upon initial contact the mobile node may send its current logical clock value to the correspondent node, and the mobile is expected to increase this clock value on every new signaling message to avoid replay attacks. (In essence, such logical clocks are an extended sequence number space.)

4.3 Overview of Signaling

The protocol is divided into two separate cases: establishing the initial contact, and subsequent messaging. The subsequent messaging is much more efficient than the initial contact.

The initial phase can be rerun at any time, if either node loses its state, but it should be rerun at least once every day.

The following figure shows the signaling diagram for the initial contact. The options shown MUST be included in the messages, where conformance to this document is claimed.

1. MN to CN (via HA): Pre Binding Update
2a. CN to MN (via HA): Pre Binding Acknowledgement
2b. CN to MN (directly): Pre Binding Test
3. MN to CN (directly): Binding Update + Clock + CGA Key + SIG + BAD
4. CN to MN (directly): Binding Acknowledgment + Clock + SKey + BAD

Steps 1, 2a, and 2b implement an exchange which is needed to ensure that the home and care-of addresses are reachable. It is also needed in order to guard against CPU consumption attacks against CGA RSA computations. The correspondent node SHOULD reject any Pre Binding Update message carrying a home address not included in its IPv6 Destination Cache entry [3]. This ensures that at least some communication has taken place before the exchange (see Section 6 for a discussion of the security impacts of this). Steps 2a and 2b
provide keygen tokens which are used to construct a Kbm according to the usual RFC 3775 rules.

If the correspondent node does not support a Pre Binding Update, it returns a regular Binding Error. Upon receiving a Binding Error, the mobile node decides to fall back to the use of the standard return routability method or bidirectional tunneling, depending on its policy.

Step 3 is the usual Binding Update, but includes the mobile node’s public key, signature, and its logical clock. At the same time, these three options tell the correspondent node that the mobile node supports this optimization. The Binding Authorization Data option is included as well, and protects against replay attacks.

In Step 4, the correspondent node it returns the deliver the semi-permanent security association key in the SKey option, encrypted with the mobile node’s public key. It also returns the Clock option.

As a result of the initial procedure, the following state has been established in both nodes:

- A standard Binding Cache Entry. The lifetime of the binding is not as severely limited as it is in standard Mobile IPv6. The maximum allowed lifetime is 24 hours.
- The current logical clock value of the mobile node node.
- A semi-permanent security association with a key, Kbmperm.
- The public keys and other parameters (see [11]) associated with the addresses.

Security-wise, we know that the parties own their addresses (via CGA), and we have some assurance that they are at least now at the locations they claim to be (via address tests). The two endpoints MUST silently discard any Binding Update or Acknowledgement message sent and/or received, to/from any of them and not signed with the Kbmperm and with correct Clock and sequence number values. The only exception to this rule applies for the valid Binding Update messages sent by the mobile node, containing the CGA Key option.

The following figure shows the signaling diagram for subsequent movements. The options shown in brackets MAY be included and other options MUST be included in the messages.

1. MN to CN (directly): Care-of Test Init [+ Clock + KeepFlow + BAD]
2. CN to MN (directly): Care-of Test
3. MN to CN (directly): Binding Update + NI + Clock + BAD
4. CN to MN (directly): Binding Acknowledgment + Clock + BAD

Steps 1 through 2 implement the care-of address test operation; home address tests are not needed. Note that even the care of address test operation might be optimized away, if some additional mechanisms such as [13] or [19] are employed. Such mechanisms are outside the scope of this document, however.

However, Step 1 has also another purpose. Its goal is to inform the correspondent node that it is in the process of moving but has not yet completed the required signaling. If the mobile node has already lost its previous care-of address, it includes the Clock, KeepFlow, and Binding Authorization Data options to tell the correspondent node that its current traffic should be redirected to its home address until the Binding Update arrives. This request is secured through authenticating it with Kbperm.

Step 3 and 4 are the Binding Update and Acknowledgement. Instead of the normal Kbm calculation, they are authenticated via Kbperm’ defined as HMAC_SHA1(care-of keygen token | Kbperm). Note that the correspondent node will send the Binding Acknowledgment message ONLY after a successful verification of the address owner’s public key and the signature in the Binding Update message. The correspondent node MUST use the logical clock sent in the Binding Update message to prevent against replay attacks that use past Binding Update messages.

Security-wise, at this point we know that we are still talking between the same nodes as we did in the initial contact. We have also verified the care-of address, which assures that there’s no flooding attack going on.

4.4 Cryptographic Calculations

Rules for Signature option with the mobile node’s private key are the following:

\[
\text{Mobility Data} = \text{care-of address} \mid \text{correspondent} \mid \text{MH Data}
\]

\[
\text{Signature} = \text{ENCRYPT}(\text{SHA1(Mobility Data)})
\]

Where \mid denotes concatenation and "correspondent" is the correspondent node’s IPv6 address. Note that in case the correspondent node is mobile, correspondent refers to the correspondent node’s home address.

MH Data is the content of the mobility message including the MH header. The Authenticator within the Binding Authorization Data
option is zeroed for purposes of calculating the signature.

The RSA signature is generated by using the RSASSA-PKCS1-v1_5 [5] signature algorithm with the SHA-1 hash algorithm.

When the SKey option is used, the correspondent node MUST encrypt the Kbm with the MN’s public key using TBD format.

4.5 Simultaneous Movements

As specified in RFC 3775 [6], Mobility Header messages are generally sent via the mobile node’s home agent and to the peer’s home address, if it is also mobile. This makes it possible for two mobile nodes to communicate even if they are moving simultaneously. (The exceptions to tunneling via the home agent are the Binding Update/Acknowledgement messages. In addition, Care-of Test and Init message are also sent directly to the current address.)

This approach is also used in this document to ensure that simultaneous movements can be achieved. That is, the Pre Binding Update message MUST be sent via the home agent and addressed to the peer’s home address, if it is mobile. The Pre Binding Acknowledgment message MUST be sent via the correspondent node’s home agent (if any) and addressed to the source address of the Pre Binding Update message. The Pre Binding Test message MUST be sent via the correspondent node’s home agent (again if any), but addressed to the claimed care-of address from the Pre Binding Update message.

The Binding Update, Binding Acknowledgement, Care-of Test, and Care-of Test Init messages follow the rules from RFC 3775.

5. Message Formats

5.1 The Pre Binding Update Message

This message is similar to a Binding Update message, but does not yet establish any state at the correspondent node. The purpose of this operation is to initiate the sending of two address tests.

This message uses MH Type <To Be Assigned By IANA>. The format of the message is the following:
Reserved

16-bit field reserved for future use. This value MUST be initialized to zero by the sender, and MUST be ignored by the receiver.

Care-of Address

The current care-of address of the mobile node.

Pre Binding Update Cookie

64-bit field which contains a random value, a cookie used to ensure that the responses match to requests.

Mobility Options

Variable-length field of such length that the complete Mobility Header is an integer multiple of 8 octets long. This field contains zero or more TLV-encoded mobility options. The receiver MUST ignore and skip any options which it does not understand. This specification does not define any options valid for this message.
If no actual options are present in this message, no padding is necessary and the Header Len field will be set to 3.

This message is tunneled through the home agent when the mobile node is away from home. Such tunneling SHOULD employ IPsec ESP in tunnel mode between the home agent and the mobile node. This protection is indicated by the IPsec security policy database, similarly to the protection provided for Home Test Init messages.

5.2 The Pre Binding Acknowledgement Message

This message acknowledges a Pre Binding Update message. The purpose of this acknowledgement is to provide a part of the key $K_{bm}$ required in the initial phase of our mechanism.

This message uses MH Type <To Be Assigned By IANA>. The format of the message is the following:

```
0                   1                   2                   3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|           Reserved            |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
|                   Pre Binding Update Cookie                   |
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
|                       Home Keygen Token                       |
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
|                                                        .     |
| .                                                           .     |
| . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . |
| . . Mobility Options                                       |
| . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Reserved

16-bit field reserved for future use. This value MUST be initialized to zero by the sender, and MUST be ignored by the receiver.

Pre Binding Update Cookie

This 64-bit field contains the value from the same field in the Pre Binding Update message.
Home Keygen Token

This 64-bit field contains a Home Keygen Token, calculated as specified in RFC 3775.

Mobility Options

Variable-length field of such length that the complete Mobility Header is an integer multiple of 8 octets long. This field contains zero or more TLV-encoded mobility options. The receiver MUST ignore and skip any options which it does not understand. This specification does not define any options valid for this message.

If no actual options are present in this message, no padding is necessary and the Header Len field will be set to 2.

This message is tunneled through the home agent when the mobile node is away from home. Such tunneling SHOULD employ IPsec ESP in tunnel mode between the home agent and the mobile node. This protection is indicated by the IPsec security policy database, similarly to the protection provided for Home Test messages.

5.3 The Pre Binding Test Message

This message also acknowledges a Pre Binding Update message, and ensures that the mobile node is reachable at its claimed address. The purpose of this acknowledgement is to provide the second part of the key $K_{bm}$ required in the initial phase of our mechanism.

This message uses MH Type <To Be Assigned By IANA>. The format of the message is the following:
Reserved

16-bit field reserved for future use. This value MUST be initialized to zero by the sender, and MUST be ignored by the receiver.

Pre Binding Update Cookie

This 64-bit field contains the value from the same field in the Pre Binding Update message.

Care-of Keygen Token

This 64-bit field contains a Care-of Keygen Token, calculated as specified in RFC 3775.

Mobility Options

Variable-length field of such length that the complete Mobility Header is an integer multiple of 8 octets long. This field contains zero or more TLV-encoded mobility options. The receiver MUST ignore and skip any options which it does not understand. This specification does not define any options valid for this message.

If no actual options are present in this message, no padding is necessary and the Header Len field will be set to 2.
5.4 The CGA Key Option

This option is used to carry the mobile node’s CGA public key and other parameters. It SHOULD be inserted in any Binding Update message sent by the mobile node and signed with its CGA corresponding private key. This option contains also all CGA parameters needed by the correspondent node to check the validity of the mobile node’s CGA.

The format of the option is the following:

```
0                   1                   2                   3
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|  Option Type  | Option Length |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Option Type

<To Be Assigned By IANA>.

Option Length

Length of the option.

Option Data

This field contains the mobile node’s CGA public key and other parameters, in the format defined in [11].

5.5 The Shared Key Option

As it has been mentioned above, the correspondent node MUST send a new Kbm each time it receives a Binding Update message containing the CGA Parameter option. For this purpose, this proposal uses a new option called SKey option, which MUST be inserted in the Binding Acknowledgment message.

The format of the option is as follows:
Option Type

<To Be Assigned By IANA>.

Option Length

Length of the option = 16.

Option Data

This field contains the Kbm value. Note that the content of this field MUST be encrypted with the mobile node’s public key.

5.6 The Keep Flow Option

A mobile node which is in the process of moving may use this option to indicate to the correspondent node that its traffic should be redirected via its home address. This option MUST always be used together with the Clock and Binding Authorization Data options, using the Kbmperm to authenticate the message.

The format of the option is as follows:
Option Type

<To Be Assigned By IANA>.

Option Length

Length of the option = 16.

Option Data

This field contains the home address of the mobile node. This address needs to be carried here, as the Care-of Test Init message could not otherwise be linked to this particular node.

5.7 The Clock Option

The nodes MUST use the Clock option in all Binding Acknowledgment messages in the initial phase and in all Binding Updates and Acknowledgement messages in the subsequent phase. In addition, the Clock and Binding Authorization Data options MUST be used when the Care-of Test Init and Care-of Test message carries the KeepFlow option.

The option format is as follows:

```
0                   1                   2                   3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
| Option Type | Option Length |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
|                       Logical Clock                           |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
```
Option Type

<To Be Assigned By IANA>.

Option Length

Length of the option = 8.

Option Data

A 64 bit unsigned integer, representing a logical clock value. The mobile node MUST increase this value every time it sends a new message to the correspondent node. The correspondent node MUST return the most recent value it has seen.

5.8 The Signature (SIG) Option

When the mobile node signs the Binding Update message with its CGA private key, it MUST insert the signature in the SIG option. Such scenario occurs when the mobile node sends its first Binding Update message to the correspondent node and if the mobile node reboots during an ongoing session.

The option format is as follows:

```
0                   1                   2                   3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|  Option Type  | Option Length |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                +                +
.                   Signature         .
|                |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Option Type

<To Be Assigned By IANA>.

Option Length

Length of the option.
Option Data

This field contains the signature of the MH message it is contained within.

5.9 Status Codes

The following new Status codes are allocated:

Lost Kbmperm State (&lt;To Be Allocated By IANA&gt;)

This code is returned when the correspondent node does not have a Binding Cache Entry, Kbmperm, or has an invalid Binding Authorization Data option. The code MUST only be used in to respond to Binding Updates that contain one of the mobility options defined in this document.

6. Security Considerations

This draft describes a method to exploit the CGA features in order to authenticate route optimization signaling. In fact, the CGA replaces the authentication by providing a proof of ownership while the RR procedure replaces the authentication by a routing property.

However, it should be mentioned that while the CGA can provide a protection against unauthenticated Binding Updates, it can expose the involved nodes to denial-of-service attacks since it is computationally expensive. The draft limits the use of CGA to only the first registration and if/when re-keying is needed. In addition, it is RECOMMENDED that nodes track the amount of resources spent to the CGA processing, and disable the processing of new requests when these resources exceed a predefined limit.

The Pre Binding Update message handling deserves also some discussion. In contrast to existing messages in Mobile IPv6, the responses to this message will be sent to two different addresses. As such, it may be used in amplification and redirect attacks. In the following we discuss these attacks and argue that the vulnerability does not exceed the vulnerabilities already present in the current IPv6 as it is. While the Destination Cache check is a very weak test, it helps in this situation because the attacker must have sent at least one packet beforehand. Thus, the potential 1:2 amplification attack is reduced to only a 2:3 amplification. In addition, given that no serious attempt exists today to provide tracing for spoofed packets, it does not matter whether flooding attacks are direct, reflected from some node via a spoofed source address, or reflected...
via the Pre Binding Update message.

7. Performance Considerations

Performance of our protocol depends on whether we look at the initial or subsequent runs. The number of messages in the initial run is one less as in base Mobile IPv6, but the size of the messages is increased somewhat.

On a mobile node that does not move that often, there is a significant signaling reduction, as the lifetimes can be set higher than in return routability. For instance, a mobile node that stays in the same address for a day will get a 99.52% signaling reduction. Such long lifetimes can be achieved immediately, as opposed to methods like [12] that grow them gradually.

On a mobile node that moves fast, the per-movement signaling is reduced by 33%.

Latency on the initial run is not affected, but on the subsequent movements there’s a significant impact. This is because the home address test is eliminated. The exact effect depends on network topology, but if the home agent is far away and the correspondent node is on the same link, latency is almost completely eliminated.

Additional latency and signaling improvements could be achieved through mechanisms that optimize the care-of address tests in some way. This is outside the scope of this document, however.

8. IANA Considerations

This document defines a new CGA Message Type name space for use as type tags in messages that may be signed using CGA signatures. The values in this name space are 128-bit unsigned integers. Values in this name space are allocated on a First Come First Served basis [2]. IANA assigns new 128-bit values directly without a review.

CGA Message Type values for private use MAY be generated with a strong random-number generator without IANA allocation.


This document defines a set of new mobility options, which must be assigned Option Type values within the mobility option numbering space of [6]. This document also allocates a new Status code value.
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